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“Innovation is the course taken
by building at BB Construmat.”
El Periódico

“A fair that meters the status of the
industry, which has bounced backed
through innovation and a pledge to
new technologies and new materials.”
Meritxell Borràs. Minister for Governance, Public Administrations and Housing of the Government of Catalonia

“BB Construmat has grown by 25%
and underlines the recovery of the
building sector.”
Expansión

“At the opening of
@ConstrumatBCN, which this year
is more intense, more technological
and more ground-breaking.”
Sònia Recasens. Member of the Governing Board and
appointed representative of the agency for Economic
Promotion and Employment
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“Three words that could sum up this edition
of BB Construmat are recovery, innovation
and optimism.”
Lluís Comerón. Dean of the COAC, Architects’ Association of Catalonia

“The economic recovery of
a strategic industry is being
noted very intensely.”
Josep Rull. Minister for Territory and Sustainability of the Government of Catalonia
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2017 Edition
Transforming tomorrow
Through innovation

In 2017, Barcelona Building Construmat
(BBConstrumat) held its most ground-breaking fair
to date and began growing again on account of its
firm commitment to innovation. Innovation based
on new technologies and digitalisation, the pending
revolution in the industry.

“Innovation to keep on building. The
BB Construmat fair hopes to help
the industry out of the crisis through
technology.” El País

3D printers, drones, robots, new materials, virtual
reality, BIM, big data, internet of things, etc. are tools
for which the 20th edition of Barcelona Building
Construmat provided an excellent showcase.

The fair’s new value proposition was organised on the
basis of four areas:
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Future Arena

Talks Arena

Meetings Arena

Industry Arena

Lively, experience-based
space for innovation, the
only one of its kind in Europe

Reflection and exchange of
ideas on current issues

Networking and new
business opportunities

Extensive representation
from the industry

An area that covers over
2,000 m². It was divided into
four zones: Technology Centres
and Universities, Showroom,
Technical Corner and the 4YFN
Building Innovation Village.

The stage for the fair’s three
congresses: Social Housing,
Innovation and Circular
Economy.

The fair’s major platform for
business contacts.

This accommodated fair
exhibitors from all areas of the
industry who form the sector’s
value chain. Nearly 400
companies and 800 brands
represented in a space of
11,000 m².
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Future Arena
2,000 m². Building
the future through innovation

Barcelona Building Construmat was the only fair in
Europe with a space for disruptive innovation. The
fair assigned a zone exclusively for cutting-edge
technological innovations and trends that will mark
the way for the near future in the building industry.
The Future Arena occupied the central zone for
displaying how new materials, the Internet of Things
and digital printing, plus other tools, will help to
transform an industry that must still rise to the
challenge of innovation.
The Future Arena was divided into four zones:
Technology Centres and Universities
Showroom
Technical Corner
4YFN Building Innovation Village

“Europe’s only fair with a
space for disruptive innovation.”
La Vanguardia

The Future Arena was the
activity most highly-rated by
visitors and exhibitors, with a
score of 4.5 out of 5
It was visited by 70% of
attendees
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“A showcase that is now displaying
the future and not the past.”

Future Arena

Mikel Barrado Díaz. Smart Buildings & Cities.
Tecnalia

Technology centres and Universities
A space organised according to the
phases involved in the life cycle of
construction, with the industry’s most
state-of-the-art research projects,
headed by cutting-edge universities
and technology centres.

01. Screening

05. Building renovation

Visitors could observe a site or project using virtual reality goggles
and work at a BimporTABLE, which is a versatile, collaborative
work table for use onsite that features all the project’s information
digitalised by the UPC.

Carleton University (Canada) showed how digitalisation and
scanning tools, using the new 3D Leica BLK laser scanner and the
Kuka robot arm, can detect and rehabilitate invisible flaws in all
types of facades.

02. Materials

06. Circular Economy

Presentation of the new components and elements that will
revolutionise the sector with the involvement of MaterFAD and
Elisava.

Conceptos Plásticos and EAN University introduced the
importance of applying this management model to the reduction
of waste generated by building in the form of bricks made from
recycled tyres.

03. Site execution
A pavilion was built using 3D printing, robots and drones in a
project undertaken by the Institute of Advanced Architecture of
Catalonia (IAAC) and Tecnalia.

07. BIM
Stanford University from Silicon Valley in California set up a space
with 16 monitors with which to access a virtual environment and
display the advantages offered by modelling building information.

04. The finished building
Presentation of a virtually consumption-free prototype of modular
housing undertaken as a collaborative work between the
Passivhaus Consortium, Tecnalia and Nechi Group, in which the
IoT played a key role.
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Future Arena

Building envelope

Showroom
An exhibition of the 60 most cutting-edge
products and materials from participating
companies, selected by a technical committee
from the companies involved.

Eurosistemas Retención
Aguas, S.A.

Cricursa

Elicsia singular, S.L.

Waterproofing decoupling
membrane providing acoustic
insulation against impacts and
regulating water vapour for
tiled roofs. The BIBER BD20
Plus is a four-layer sheet that
includes an intermediate layer
with wavy lines of sand.

The ‘Vidre-Slide’ is a glass
slide with a 9 metre pole with
structural joints in completely
transparent double glazing.

The structure of a house of
200 m2 is manufactured
in 2 days and 16 hours; the
panels are assembled in
the workshop in this same
timescale, and the structure
of the house is built in 18
hours (over 3 days), leaving
the outside ready for panelling
(interior and exterior layers).

Fetdeterra

Gira

Gira

Graphenano

Hidrotec (IBSTT)

As consultants accredited
by ACCIO in the Green
Economy, we have developed
Tapialblock, a prefabricated
earth block that is ecoinnovative from its formulation
through to its manufacture
and reuse. Comprising
natural, recyclable materials
and made with the minimum
energy cost; designed with
users’ health in mind and
environmentally sustainable.

Gira System 106 is a modular
intercom system with metal
front panels in an elegant,
minimalist design. With its
exterior intercom, hospitality
is extended to street level. In
the dark the backlit modules
provide good legibility as well
as an attractive appearance.

Gira G1 is a multifunctional
smart central control for
complete KNX building
automation. Using the
multi-tactile screen you can
control all the functions with
your finger or by swiping,
from lighting and blinds to the
temperature and intercoms.

Fibreglass and polyester resin
pultruded profiles infiltrated
with graphene additive.

SprayForm is a system for
renovating downpipes and
tubing without the need for
building work. It consists
of the interior projection of
a special polymer using
the original piping as lost
formwork. The sample
downpipe would be 3 m long
and 110 mm in diameter with a
weight of 5 kg.

Humitat Stop, S.L.

Igniagreen

Jung Electro Ibérica, S.A.

Layher, S.A.

Mapei Spain, S.A.

Mecanogumba, S.A.U.

The HS-221 is an electronic
device that eliminates
humidity by capillary action
with excellent drying
efficiency. It is based on the
principle of dislocating the
dipoles of water molecules
to stop them climbing the
walls and, taking advantage of
gravity, rejecting the subsoil.

BIOFIVER is a 3D modular
structure made from recycled
polypropylene, designed to
create vertical gardens in
both interiors and exteriors.
The front of the structure is
completely filled with soil,
allowing full development of
the roots to encourage natural
growth, and also acts as a
biofilter for particles.

The new LS ZERO series
by JUNG is a series of
mechanisms that are installed
completely at wall level.
Whether in brick, plaster or
wooden walls or in furniture,
LS ZERO mechanisms are
completely flush with the
installation surface, with
no relief, grooves, joins or
separations.

The FW system is a multidirectional scaffolding with
optimal loading capacity upon
which to mount large-span
structures. The system can be
used for all kinds of structures,
from pedestrian walkways to
wide-span roofs or working
platforms.

Repair and reinforcement of
horizontal structures whose
thicknesses or state of
deterioration demand the use
of high performance liquid
mortars.

A support system for large
format natural stone tiles of
10 mm thick for ventilated
façades which consists of the
incorporation of S-7 aluminium
profiles laid out lengthwise on
the back of the tile for fitting/
adhesion, allowing the tiles
to be hung from the structure
of the Karrat S-7 ventilated
façade.

Actis, S.A.

Amorim Isolamentos, S.A.

HYBRIS is a 3-in-1 alveolar
insulation with a honeycomb
structure: thermal insulation,
acoustic insulation and
hermetic sealing (to air and
water vapour). Its very low
conductivity (0.033 W/m.K),
combined with low-emission
film, allows a very high level
of thermal insulation with the
minimum thickness.

MDFACHADA is an expanded
cork agglomerate resulting
from an innovation by
AMORIM ISOLAMENTOS. It
is recommended for exterior
exposed applications. The
product boasts excellent
technical properties (thermal
and acoustic insulation) and
offers a highly durable solution
for exterior cladding.

Evowall Technology, S.L.
EVOWALL is an innovative
industrialised system that
allows the construction of
high quality housing using
traditional materials quickly
and economically with
excellent energy efficiency
(Passivhaus). At Future Arena
it is presenting a panel/corner
featuring all the integrated
elements (structure, insulation,
finishes, installations, smart
systems, etc.).

Axever Hispania, S.L.

The Spherical Water Shut-off
is a new tool for the retention
of liquids and solids in
wastewater waste-lines
and drains. Its use allows
workers to complete their
tasks in a clean, dry, and safe
environment, at any time of
day, without fear of coming
into contact with blackwater.

“The Future Arena Showroom
has brought extra prestige
and visibility.”
Ángel Ripoll. Head of Marketing at Technal
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Future Arena

Interior space

Oritex distribuciones, S.L.

Propamsa, S.A.

Propamsa, S.A.U.

We are distributors of synthetic
imitation wood decking for
exteriors. With our decking
you can create decks around
showrooms as well as planters,
walls and separation fences.

Propam Aisterm Ceram is a
thermal insulation system for
exterior ceramic finishes. The
system comprises a waterrepellent adhesive mortar,
insulating EPS or XPS panels,
mechanical fixings, adhesive
cement, ceramic plackets and
grouting mortar.

Propam Impelástic is the easy
way to waterproof built-in
showers and balconies. It is
a ready-to-use, fast-drying
cladding that acts as an
elastic and flexible waterproof
membrane for interiors and
exteriors.

Renson Group

Sika, S.A.U.

Simon, S.A.

Starmodul

PANOVISTA MAX is the new
version of our blinds for corners
with no tracks in the corner
itself. With this innovation, both
sides of the fabric blind are
joined in the corner when it is
lowered. This ensures wind
resistance of up to 90 km/h and
means large corner areas can
be covered.

Sikafill 300 is a thermal
elastic water-based seal that
contains ceramic spheres,
with a creamy consistency,
and is ideal for waterproofing
roofs. Its thermal properties
make it the perfect product for
roofs that need to improve the
capacity of their systems.

The material we are presenting
is electrical, specifically the
new Simon 100 mechanisms.
The smart switch is capable
of regulating light throughout
your home via a mobile app.

StarModul is a patented
construction system based on
a series of parts that facilitate
strong, long-lasting metal
structures (with square, nonwelded, screwed piping), simply,
quickly and economically.

Modular Signs, S.L.
“DLIMITY”
High-end fencing for
bordering properties, gardens
and swimming pools.
Manufactured in Europe with
top quality PVC and a woodeffect finish in an extrusion
process with no additional
operations. Also available
in white and other colours.
Ten year warranty against
discoloration. Very attractive,
high quality appearance.

Burüburan, S.L.

Ceranor (Grupo Resnova)

BurüDry is the world’s first
sandal dryer.

Megabrick large-format brick
directly plastered with pastelaminated gypsum board. The
result is a dry partition system,
flat, robust walls with a perfect
finish and improved acoustic
insulation and thermal
inertia. Offers great savings
compared to PYL systems
with metal profiles.

Graphenano

Gyptec Ibérica

SmartCOVER Microcement
is a new formulation that
improves the mechanical and
environmental characteristics
of conventional microcement
thanks to the incorporation
of a graphene additive in its
composition.

Norma Doors
Technologies, S.A.

Promsa - Promotora
Mediterránea-2, S.A.

Promsa - Promotora
Mediterránea-2, S.A.

BASF Construction
Chemicals España, S.L.

HALF-PROMSA is a
lightweight, self-compacting
concrete with fibres that is
pumped to provide rapid
and easy application on site.
It provides a homogenous
structural element (25 MPa)
that provides excellent
strength with little density. Its
main use is in the renovation
of old buildings.

PROSILENCE is a selflevelling mortar containing
recycled materials that
give it better thermal
and acoustic properties
than other self-levelling
mortars. PROSILENCE is
a homogenous product
(manufactured at the concrete
plant), available in a thin layer
(3 cm) and easy to apply
for clients seeking rapid
application, quality, efficiency
and environmental respect.

MasterTop 1327-20 dB. The new
massive elastic polyurethane
base layer, MasterTop BC 329,
for decorative and comfortable
flooring. The MasterTop 1327
series offers impact noise
reduction of up to 20 dB and
the most comfortable seamless
decorative flooring system on
the market.

Technal - Sapa Building
Systems España, S.L.U

Tecno Imac, S.P.A.
Ecoltherm, A panel comprising
a micro-ventilated placket in
Ecotres® with a membrane of
EPS® of 200 kPa.

An active acoustic concept
that allows an acceptable level
of acoustic insulation even
when the window is ajar. This
innovative, patented system
is supported by the use of two
complementary technologies:
active and passive, achieving
levels of sound attenuation of up
to 25 dB with the window open.

Decustik - Mecanitzats de
la fusta Kim, S.L.

Emac® Complementos,
S.L.

Microperforated acoustic
wooden panels that provide a
high level of acoustic absorption
while maintaining all the
aesthetic properties of wood.

Novorodapie® Eclipse: thanks
to its geometric shape, the
profile protects the lower edge
of the plaster panel and on
installation is set back at the
bottom of the wall, giving the
novel effect of a suspended
wall. As well as a baseboard
it can also be installed as a
finish at the top of walls.

Hornos Pujol

ImanBox Solutions, S.L.

IKEA Iberica, S.A.

Layher, S.A.

Gypcork panels are made
from laminated plaster and
expanded insulation cork board
(ICB). The product offers an
excellent thermal and acoustic
insulation performance and is
the ideal solution for building
renovations.

A dynamic shower that
becomes opaque on closing
the door or from a signal
generated by the user, offering
either an intimate or open
experience depending on your
preferences.

ImanBox has developed a
revolutionary new model of
inspection boxes and fittings
that are left 100% flush with
the wall surface and are very
easy to open without causing
damage.

IKEA’s proposal for the Future
Arena space is a sustainable
kitchen solution with growing
spaces, based on very simple,
geometric lines which structure
the space and meld together
various zones related to the
proposed theme and concept.

This product offers a new,
simple and economical
way of creating furniture.
With the use of just a few
structural elements you can
create various shapes such
as a sofa, bed, household
scaffolding, staircase, etc., all
with reusable elements that
are easy to assemble.

Oikos, S.R.L.

Oikos, S.R.L.

Fluvia

Vicente Galve Studio

ANTICO FERRO CORTEN:
an eco-friendly decorative
solution based on water and
natural micaceous pigments
that recreate the aesthetic
effect of iron without the
inconvenience of the weight of
Corten steel. Its customisable
finishes, sensation of iron to
the touch, ease of application
and join-free coverage, even on
curved surfaces, makes it both
economical and convenient.

ROMAN TRAVERTINE by
OIKOS is a hydrated lime
mortar made from natural
components obtained from
the residue of other production
runs (stone and marble
quarries) and purified water
as a natural solvent, which is
transformed into a lime-based
stone similar to travertine
marble yet with a customisable
finish.

The Slim System by FLUVIA is
a modular lighting system that
combines simplicity, beauty
and efficiency, allowing multiple
configurations that adapt to
any space.

An oval table made from
fine European rustic wood
designed for use in both
private homes or professional
offices. The unique feature of
its design is that it includes
an induction charger with
Qi technology, though the
mechanism itself is completely
invisible.

Graphenano
SolidGRAPHEN® shower
stalls are made from natural
minerals (quartz, silica,
granite, limestone, etc.) with a
graphene additive.

Velux Spain, S.A.
INTEGRA® flat roof window
with a curved glass dome. The
CurveTech design provides
a natural drainage system for
water or any other residue
deposited on the roof. This
design offers a larger glazed
surface area that maximises
natural light.
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The Norma extendable
door panel (Fit Door) can be
adapted to different spaces
from 725 mm to 845 mm.
Warehouses and DIY centres
can reduce their storage
space by 50% as they no
longer have to store a range of
doors in every different size.
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Future Arena

Exterior space

Foresa Industrias
Químicas del Noroeste

Promsa - Promotora
Mediterránea-2, S.A.

GreenforDust is an innovative
product patented by Foresa that
minimises dust, stabilises the
ground and controls the erosion
of embankments, facilitating
regrowth of vegetation. It is free
from hazardous substances
and fulfils all WHO requirements
in terms of volatile solids, heavy
metals and fluorides.

ARIPAQ is a strong,
continuous, natural and
eco-friendly paving. The
aggregates, bound with a
micronized recycled glassbased material, form a surface
that adapts to its location and
is very economical to maintain
as it remains unchanged over
time and withstands adverse
weather conditions.

Others
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Etablissements Decayeux,
S.A.S.

General Española de
Accesorios, S.A. (GEDASA)

An automated package
mailbox that receives your
packages when you’re away
from home. The mailbox
notifies the recipient with
an SMS that a package has
arrived along with a code for
collecting it. The system also
provides the delivery company
with proof of collection.

Ideas y Colores, S.L.

Ideas y Colores, S.L.

Lumion, S.L.

Stainless steel lock for
tempered glass in various
versions for both interiors and
exteriors.

A pocket colorimeter that
provides an instant colour
reference. Extremely practical
for architects and designers as
it means you can resolve any
colour questions in an instant.

An appliance that provides
instant colour references from
the sample reading. Works
on a smartphone with a free
app. Saves considerable
time for architects, designers
and interior decorators. Also
provides a dE between two
readings.

Lumion software lets all AEC
industry professionals create
videos, images and 360º
panoramic vistas in Virtual
Reality quickly, easily and in
real time. A visual presentation
is one of the best ways of
getting a client interested and
involved.

USSPA, S.R.O.

Yvyra Technologies, S.L.

Yilang Deng Lighting, S.A.
(YLD)

Zigurat Global Institute of
Technology

The LyraiN is a state-ofthe-art private spa. With its
elegant design, the spa’s
ergonomics and hydrotherapy
offer a unique experience of
comfort and relaxation. The
cutting-edge technology
and sophisticated functions
ensure simple, intuitive,
automatic and intelligent spa
control.

Magnet ensures that any
surface is 100% accessible.
Designed with flexible arms
with a memory that fit in the
strip, securing exterior flooring
safely and solidly. A screw-free
solution that lets you move
boards, work around inspection
boxes, hide wiring, reuse them
and access the subsoil in a
matter of seconds.

Spotlight for a three-phase
electrified track with colour
resolution: CRI-Ra >97.

The Global BIM Management
Certification Program is
one of the most advanced
professional certification
programs for BIM Managers in
the world. This internationally
popular program caters to
the needs of professionals in
more than 20 sectors of the
AECO industry. We provide our
students with the methodology
BIM.

Sofkia Consultoría y
Desarrollo
Demonstration of the
capabilities of DynBuilder
integrated management
software for the construction
industry and project
management using the
latest technologies offered
by Microsoft (Microsoft
CFMD product for Microsoft
Dynamics NAV).
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Future Arena

Technical Corner
Attendance
of over 3,000
professionals

A space for the presentation of
today’s most up-to-date projects
and best practices by 50 companies
in the industry. The presentation
programme was drawn up by an
experts’ technical committee.

Tuesday, 23 May

Theme: Projection
3D Reconstruction and
inspection of buildings under
construction and complex
environments
Carlos Andújar Gran – UPC
BIMtable, The on-site digital
office
Andrés Llopis Marroquín – CIMNE
Tecnología
Living Architecture
Jorge Peñuñuri – Peñuñuri
Arquitectos
And what are you doing for the
planet? Quantify it.
Jose Almagro – Sto Ibérica
The green takeover of our cities
Alberto del Hoyo – Igniagreen
Presentation of the innovative
Sika Smart City platform
Carolina Alonso Gallegos – Sika

Theme: Materials
Materials visions, from design
to industry – Material solutions
for architecture
Robert D. Thompson Casas –
Materfad. Centre of Materials of
Barcelona
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Wednesday, 24 May

Industrialised construction of
near-zero energy consumption
housing
Santiago Alcaraz Ribes – Evowall
Technology
Technology with graphene
fibres: tradition, innovation and
technology
Antonio León Jiménez –
Graphenstone
Design of sleepers with
Special needs
Francisco Javier Sánchez
Martínez – Precon
The prefabricated factor in
architectural design
José Miguel García Pérez –
Estudio propio / Colaborator
PRECON
Tapialblock. Evolution and
innovation in construction
With earth
Maite Sainz de la Maza Benet –
Fetdeterra
The materials that will surround
us in the future
Alexandra Barrio – Clúster MAV
Clúster de Materiales Avanzados
de Cataluña
Mastertop 1327, the most
comfortable seamless
decorative flooring system on
the market | Basf Construction
Chemicals España
Sergio Cabeza García – BASF
Construction Chemicals España

Passivhaus constructions with
wooden structural panels
Representative Grupo Garnica
Plywood
Nanopinturas with properties
that purify the air
Adam Prats Deakin –
Nanotecnología Spain
NANOPINTURAS
Steel and sustainability
Jordi Romanyà Ribé – Ascem
Mapei
Representative MAPEI

Theme: Screening
On Site Robotics
Areti Markopoulou – Institute
for Advanced Architecture of
Catalonia
Arzyme project:
Biotechnology applied to the
construction process
Jordi Font Berenguer – Arqzyme
New 3d printing technology
opportunities for construction
Mikel Barrado – TECNALIA
Research & Innovation

Dynamic, pragmatic and useful.”
Antonio Domínguez. Commercial Director for
Spain and Portugal of Roto Frank S.A.

Thursday, 25 May

Theme: Finished building
REIH plan
Albert López – SOMFY
Sebastià Parera Fuster –
BioEconomic
Pilot project on residential
building geared towards the
nzeb concept in barcelona
Agustí Chico Roca – Fundation
Eurecat
Automated package reception
terminals
Denitza Vassileva – Decayeux
Spain
Sustainable thermal solutions
for buildings
José Manuel Domínguez Cerdeira
– Gas Natural Distribución
Nzeb construction system
Toni Escudé Poulenc – Arquima

Artificial ecosystems:
Transforming spaces into
experiences
Héctor Colado Garcia – Nechi
Group Company
The five key elements of the
Passivhaus standard for nearlyzero energy consumption
buildings
Antonio Domínguez Villardón –
Roto Frank
Simon 100
Daniel Mansilla Canovas – Simon
Comfort ventilation
systems with high efficiency
heat recovery
Representative Zehnder
Art in interior decoration with
HP latex printing technology
Nikita Neveikine – HP Inc

Friday, 26 May

Theme: Rehabilitation

Theme: Circular Economy

Theme: BIM

IRIS: In-house development of
RPA-drones for inspecting and
measuring construction faults
Antonio Ros Moreno – CPI
Integrated Services. Grupo
Copisa

Circular Economy
Representative Conceptos
Plásticos

Quotations in the BIM
environment - New version 5.1
of TCQ2000
María Villegas Portero – ITeC

Renovation of pipes using
ultraviolet light
Javier Yagüe Garreta – Hidrotec

A shift in the structure and
paradigm of a project’s
environmental information
Licinio Alfaro Garrido – ITeC
Instituto de Tecnología de la
Construcción de Cataluña
New factors in the recycling
of electrical material and their
implications in demolishing
and renovating buildings
Natalia Sierra Conde Saraiva de
Carbalho – Ambilamp
Mitigating climate change: The
use of PEFC certified wood in
sustainable construction
Ana Belén Noriega Bravo – PEFC
España

From Pokemon Go to Iron Man
- Virtual reality, augmented
reality and BIM. The future of
the AEC industry
Iván Gómez Rodríguez – Visual
Technology Lab
Animation of BIM + Virtual
reality projects
Eugenio Donado Megía – Lumion
The PHPP tool
Micheel Wassouf – Energiehaus
arquitectos
BIM
Representative Stanford

Theme: Startups

The BIM field trip – Document
management using point
clouds
Ángel Ortega – IBSTT
Jesús Bonet Edesa – Leica
Geosystems IBSTT

Elevator pitches de Startups
de 4YFN
Startup pitches Building
Innovation Village

BIM and automation, the
opportunity
Roberto Molinos Esparza –
Modelical Consultoria S.L.

Rehabilitation
Representative CARLETON
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“Smart building’s
best start-ups at
BB Construmat.”

Future Arena

El Periódico del Azulejo

4YFN
Building Innovation Village
12 emerging start-ups in
the industry with 4 Years
From Now

Through collaboration with 4YFN, the start-ups platform of the
Mobile World Congress, the fair for the first time hosted 4YFN
Building Innovation Village at which the projects of twelve
emerging companies from the industry were presented.
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You Can Deco is the first
step to ensure your future
renovation is a success.
We have created a YCD web
app that provides a selfguided tool for identifying the
multi-brand construction and
Home & Living products you
need which are accessible
to all.
You Can Deco is the world’s
only online platform that gives
you an instant answer – free of
charge and without involving
any intermediaries – to the
three essential questions that
everyone asks themselves
before embarking on a
renovation or decoration
project.

UNIC POOLS manufactures
lightweight swimming pools
for any environment using 3D
printing techniques.

Decoramus offers a unique
home renovation service
giving the user a deadline, a
fixed price and a VR project
showing the result prior to the
work commencing.

SimBim Solutions is one of the
first pioneering and innovative
BIM consultancy firms in
Spain helping companies
across the AEC industry adopt
and realise the value of BIM
technology.

Smart Engineering SL
provides cutting-edge
engineering consulting
services for implementation
into smart cities, infrastructure
and urban development
projects.

Coco Plan offers a cloud
platform for project
management based on
the Lean and Last Planner:
generation, tracking and
control of production through
planning and its indicators,
helping teams to be more
efficient.

Exploded View SL presents
Plactherm, a revolutionary
smart underfloor heating
system, remotely controllable,
highly efficient, compatible
with renewable energies,
environmentally friendly and
most importantly, able to
generate independent thermal
zones.

SAALG Geomechanics
offers a tool that minimises
geotechnical uncertainty
in large civil engineering
projects.

3 S’Tech is focused on
structural monitoring
techniques. It enables the
measurement of stresses
inside the post-tensioned
concrete systems.

Protopixel offers smart
lighting for the retail,
hospitality and entertainment
markets and allows greater
expressiveness, easier
automation and deployment
in several venues directly from
the cloud.

CL3VER offers a proprietary
web based platform for
architecture and construction
industries to visualise, present
and collaborate on projects in
3D and VR.

ArqVR offers remotely guided
and controlled Virtual Reality
solutions. You can review
and present projects from
Architecture, Engineering
and Construction industries
(AEC) in real time, enabling
stakeholders from different
locations to interact in a
manner that significantly
increases communication
effectiveness and desired
outcomes.
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Talks Arena
400 m². The challenges for
the industry, a debate

“The Talks Arena was understood to
be a necessary, urgent complement
to reflect on what innovation
currently means.”
Nacho Martín. Director of IED Innovation Lab

Barcelona Building Construmat analysed the present
and future trends regarding three matters of core
interest for the sector, namely Social Housing,
Innovation and the Circular Economy.
The Talks Arena featured sectoral congresses at
which 50 Spanish and international experts addressed
challenges such as gentrification, access to housing,
sustainable building and the reuse of buildings and
materials. These were attended by over 3,000 people.
Reflections and exchange of ideas on issues that will
determine the future:
Social Housing Congress
Innovation Congress
Circular Economy Congress

Over 50 Spanish and
international experts
Over 3,000 attendees
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Talks Arena

Social Housing Congress

Tuesday, 23 May

The session “Housing that makes a city” focused
debate on the great challenges for housing policy in
Barcelona. It dealt with the lines along which work
is being performed and brought together local and
international experiences in order to present new ways
of working to inspire public and private and social action.

Introduction
Josep Maria Montaner –
Barcelona City Council Housing
Councillor

Main speakers:

10:00–11:30 h

11:45–13:15 h

15:00 –16:30 h

16:45 –18:15 h

Renovation for social
transformation

Mechanisms for tackling
gentrification

Collective promotion and new
housing models

Proposals in the field of
renovation that not only improve
properties or buildings but also
facilitate transformative social
intervention involving the local
area and people.

Actions that have stopped local
residents being pushed out as
a result of gentrification and
intensified tourism and controlled
gentrification processes.

Problems associated with
generating affordable rental
accommodation

Presentation by Jordi Amela

Núria Parlon Gil
Mayor of Santa Coloma
de Gramenet

Barbara Steenbergen
Member of EXCOM and
Head of the EU office,
International Union of
Tenants.

Jeroen Van der Veer
Deputy Director and
Senior Political Advisor,
Amsterdam Federation of
Housing Associations

What are the challenges for a
municipal renovation policy in
terms of improving housing,
empowering residents, activating
the local neighbourhood fabric
and stimulating economic activity
in the immediate local area.

Anupama Kundoo
Head Architect,
Anupama Kundoo
Architects

Renovation through
occupational workshops: The
housing renovation programme
with a social purpose,
Vilafranca del Penedès
Jordi Cuyàs – Strategic Projects
Coordinator for the Vilafranca del
Penedès City Council
Planning tools in housing
renovation: Pirineus Street
Núria Parlón - Mayoress of Santa
Coloma de Gramenet
The activation of empty
housing through renovation:
Empty homes activities
Helen Williams – Director of
the Empty Homes National
Campaigning Charity
Zero Row
Xavier Casanovas – President of
RehabiMed
Carla Habif – Barcelona
Observatory for Architectural
Restoration (OBRA)
Ibon Bilbao – Arquitectes de
Capçalera

Presentation by Ton Salvadó
What are the challenges we face
in preventing residential use being
changed to alternative uses and
preventing the local population
being displaced by an influx of
other groups, either from within the
city itself or elsewhere, with greater
purchasing power?
International experience
with regard to tourist
accommodation regulation
Antonio Paolo Russo – Director
of the Research Group on
Territorial Analysis and Tourism
Studies (GRATET) at the Rovira
i Virgili University Science and
Technology Park for Tourism and
Leisure
Anti-gentrification policies in
Berlin: Urban trends, protest
movements and housing policies
Dr. Andrej Holm – Urban
sociologist, housing activist,
former Secretary of State for
Housing in Berlin
Substitution and renewal
processes in the population
of Barcelona
Antonio López Gay – Researcher
at the Centre for Demographic
Studies

This session will focus on
experiences in the area of
generating a housing stock that
facilitates the protection of the
resident population, either by
creating a stock of affordable
rental housing or through price
regulation on private rental
properties.
Presentation by Javier Buron
What are the challenges
associated with generating
a stock of affordable rental
accommodation? Why do we
need to regulate rental prices?
The experiences of affordable
housing associations
Jeroen Van Der Veer –
Amsterdam Federation of
Housing Associations
Generation of a stock
of affordable rental
accommodation based on the
acquisition of vacant housing:
The Bizigune Programme
Patricia Val Hevia – Managing
Director of the Public Rental
Accommodation Society,
Alokabide, part of the Basque
Government Department of
Housing
Landlord and tenant unions: A
mechanism for the protection
of rights
Barbara Steenbergen –
International Union of Tenants

Collective process experiences
related to the generation of
housing in the context of the
recent push towards cooperative
housing under cession of use in
Barcelona and other cities.
Presentation by Vanesa Valiño
What are the challenges involved
in the generation of a new
housing access model? What
are the essential elements with
regard to Spain and Catalonia,
where experience in relation to
the development of these kinds of
processes is limited?
The European experience of
collective housing projects
Eva Morales
Multidisciplinary technical
support for the generation of
collective housing processes
Pete Kirkham
Senior cohousing, a new model
of housing with services
Paloma Rodriguez i Victoria
Lerroux – Trabensol–Communal
Living Social Centre for Senior
Citizens
Closing address
Anapuma Kundoo
Zero Row
La Borda
Sostrecívic
Perviure
Solucions Hàbitat

Curator:
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Wednesday, 24 May

Innovation Congress
Over the last decade, innovation has assumed
a distinct political nature in which technology is
involved in disputes and collaboration regarding
politics, culture and design. The Innovation Congress
was divided into four blocks, each one of the phases
of innovation processes.

Main speakers:

Daniel Fernanández
Pascual
Cooking Sections

Liam Young
Architect, Unknown
Fields Division

Anab Jain
Superflux

Alon Schwabe
Cooking Sections

Nerea Calvillo
Architect, C+
Arquitectos

Andrés Jaque
Architect, Artist and
Academic, Office for
Political Innovation

Teresa Gali-Izard
Agricultural Architect

Maarten Gielen
Founder, Rotor

Yoshi Tsukamoto
Atelier Bow Wow

Nacho Martín
Founder and Director,
MI5VR

Anna Puigjanner
Architect,
Researcher,
Co-founder, Maio

Lee Moreau
Director of Design of
Services and Experience,
Continuum

Andreas Angelidakis
Architect

Mireia Luzárraga
Takk

Lydia Kallipoliti
Architect, Engineer and
Expert, Founder of
ANAcycle

Thursday, 25 May

Observation

Invention

Association

Scaling

It will have the participation
of experts on the observation
of social and technological
or productive evolutions
and detecting their potential
opportunities for development.
It will focus on the presentation
and discussion of practices
that monitor building realities in
order to detect opportunities for
reinvention that are often closer
to ethnography, market research
or material evaluation, which have
become essential for designers
and business managers.

It will be attended by
professionals who invent,
propose and present services,
products or building solutions.
These inventions, presented by
their creators and promoters,
reformulate how building
(its components, assembly,
production or marketing) is
related to everyday life.

Through specific cases,
Association will focus on the
processes of obtaining support,
funding, industrial development,
consulting and legal and patent
concerns. Processes that make
innovation possible for which a
good idea, or a good idea that
responds to a social possibility, is
only one part.

Scaling is the moment when
invention and innovation become
more relevant and, at the same
time, where new processes begin.
This part will pay special attention
to the processes of maintenance,
customer support, guarantees,
monitoring, updating of products,
recycling, catalogue management
and rebranding.

10:00–10:15 h
Introduction

15:00–15:15 h
Introduction

10:00–10:15 h
Introduction

15:00–15:15 h
Introduction

Andrés Jaque

Andrés Jaque

Andrés Jaque

Andrés Jaque

10:15–12:20 h
Speech session

15:15–17:15 h
Speech session

10:15–12:15 h
Speech session

15:15–17:15 h
Speech session

20 min +5 min questions

20 min +5 min questions

20 min +5 min questions

20 min +5 min questions

10:15 h Mireya Luzárraga y 		
Alejandro Muiño - Takk
10:40 h Carlos Bayod Factum Art
11:05 h Anna Puigjanner - Maio
11:30 h Nacho Martin - MI5VR
11:55 h Matilde Casani

15:15 h Daniel Fernández
Pascual and Alon
Schwabe Cooking Sections
15:45 h Nerea Calvillo - C+
16:15 h Liam Young - Tomorrows
Thoughts
16:45 h Philippe Rahm - Philippe 		
Rahm Architectes

10:15 h Marina Otero and Lluis 		
Alexandre Casanova - 		
After Belonging
10:45 h Lydia Kallipoliti
11:15 h Lee Moreau – Continuum
11:45 h Maarten Gielen – Rotor

15:15 h
15:45 h
16:15 h
16:45 h

12:20–13.00h
Final debate

17:15–18:00 h
Final debate

12:15–13.00 h
Final debate

17:15–18:00 h
Final debate

Andrés Jaque + speakers +
audience

Andrés Jaque + speakers +
audience

Andrés Jaque + speakers +
audience

Andrés Jaque + speakers +
audience

Matilde Cassani
Matilde Cassani

Alejandro Muiño
Takk

Anab Jain - Superflux
Teresa Galí-Izard
Andreas Angelidakis
Yoshi Tsukamoto - Atelier
Bow Wow

Philippe Rahm
Architect, Director
of Philippe Rahm
Architectes

Curator:
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Circular Economy Congress
The congress dealt with how the building industry
must change from a linear economic model based
on producing, consuming and eliminating, to a circular
model based on reducing, reusing and recycling waste.

Friday, 26 May

Main speakers:

The Circular Economy in the
building construction and
deconstruction sector

David García Estévez
Senior Researcher,
Tecnalia, Bizkaia
Science and
Technology Park

Begoña Leyva Gómez
Head of Environment
and Communication,
National Confederation
of Construction

10:00 h
Opening

11:30 h
Break

10:10 h
Keynote address

11:45 h
Round table

EU policy and the circular
economy in the construction
sector.

How to incorporate the principles
of the circular economy in
the Spanish construction and
deconstruction sector.

Ignasi Cubiñá – Founder de
EconIntelligentGrowth S.l.

10:30 h
Innovative Pprojects on the
Circular Economy
Michael Moradiellos
del Molino
Managing Director,
Lateral Thinking Factory

José Joaquín
Jiménez Portilla
President, Spanish
Federation of
Associations of CDW
Reclamation

Moderator: Anabel Rodríguez –
Executive Director of the Circular
Economy Foundation
Urban projects on the Circular
Economy
Michael Moradiellos – Lateral
Thinking Factory Consulting
Promoting industrial symbiosis
through the value chain in
construction – FISSAC Project
Blanca Juez – Project Coordinator.
Materials Department, Acciona
Construcción, S.A., Technological
Innovation Management
Innovative solutions for the
recovery of raw materials from
construction and demolition
waste – HISER Project
David García – Project
Coordinator, Tecnalia Research &
Innovation Foundation

Moderador: Gemma Modolell
– Lawyer at Terraqui, Office of
Environmental Law
Josep María Tost – Director of the
Waste Agency of Catalonia
Jesús Losada – Managing
Director of IHOBE
Manel Casadevall – President
of the Architects’ Association of
Catalonia
Jordi Bolea – Member of the
Executive Committee of GBCe
and Coordinator of the Circular
Economy Group at GBCe
Begoña Leyva – Director for the
Environment of the National
Construction Confederation (CNC)
José Portela – President of
the Spanish Federation of
Construction and Demolition
Waste Recovery Associations
(Valoriza RCD)

13:00 h
End of seminar

Sustainability and safety
in asphalts modified with
recycled plastics
José Javier García – Managing
Director DITECPESA
Curator:
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Meetings Arena
400 m². Networking
means opportunities,
globalisation
and growth

A space of 400 m² devoted to networking and to
commercial relations and site for 150 B2B meetings
that took place while the event was being held.

Brokerage event
Advice on internationalisation
Interviews with commercial agents
Coworking space
La Capell Library
Press corner
Employment forum
National and international contract forum
Investment forum – Start-ups
Investment forum
Job Market Place
International delegations

Brokerage event

Coworking space

Employment forum

Investment forum

A business meeting with a format
of B2B meetings lasting 30 minutes
with the aim of helping businesses
and professionals to find national
and international business partners
in the construction sector.

During your visit to the show, we
offer a space where you can keep
your business running. Use the
coworking space to continue your
work and also to establish new
contacts with other construction
professionals.

A space featuring job offers for
sector professionals, technicians
and bricklayers. There will also be a
CV recording service available.

Advice on internationalisation

Organised in conjunction with:

Presentation of unexecuted
construction and engineering
projects to exhibitors, institutional
investors, investment funds,
and Family Office and equity
investors interested in real
estate. Promoters, construction
companies, architectural practices
and engineering studios will be
able to present their projects.

An exclusive service consisting of
45-minute meetings with specialist
consultants. Companies interested
in internationalising their business
will be able to get advice.

Organised in conjunction with:

National and international
contract forum

Organised in conjunction with:

La Capell Library

Interviews with commercial
agents

A space featuring this specialist
library which, with its bibliographic
archive of over 10,000 national and
international titles on architecture,
urban planning, interior design,
construction, art and design, has
become an icon of Barcelona.

Meetings during the show with
qualified, experienced professionals
in the construction industry.

Organised in conjunction with:

Decorators, interior designers
and hotel owners from around the
world will present their projects,
share their vision of the sector and
debate business perspectives.
Organised in conjunction with:

Job Market Place
A recruiting and networking event
featuring job offers in all areas of
the construction industry.

Organised in conjunction with:

Organised in conjunction with:

Investment forum – Start-ups

Organised in conjunction with:

Press corner
In the Press Corner you can view
and purchase the main journals,
magazines and blogs about
construction, architecture, materials
and other issues related to the sector.
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A business forum bringing
together innovative start-ups in
the construction sector seeking
funding, and investors and
investment funds.
Organised in conjunction with:

International delegations
Barcelona Building Construmat
again sought to familiarise
companies in the building industry
with the business opportunities
offered on the international
markets. The Management
therefore invited over 800
representatives of construction
companies, professional
associations and sales teams from
Colombia, Israel, Italia, Morocco,
Mexico and Peru and also from
other countries.
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Industry Arena
+ 11,000 m². The latest
developments with a
broad representation
from the industry

“We have noticed that many
professionals attend and that nearly
all the contacts we have made are
professionals. This is very valuable.”
Eloi Tarrés. Managing Director, Evowall

The large exhibition and business space at which
over 400 companies and more than 800 brands
represented from the entire building process
presented their latest developments and catalogue
of products.
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19,3%

+400

+800

25%

36%

Increase of exhibition
space 2015

Exhibitors

Brands represented

International exhibitors

Increase on 2015 in the
number of exhibitors
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Industry Arena

Companies from the entire building process
presented their latest developments to visitors.

A

D

H

O

T

2ACAD GLOBAL GROUP
3S’TECH
A. SOLANES 2010, S.L.
AC VALQUIMIA S.L.U.
ACE - ASSOCIACIÓ DE CONSULTORS D’ESTRUCTURES
ACTIS, S. A.
ADAM HALL GMBH
ADVANCED FIBER OPTICS, S. L.
AEG - MILWAUKEE
AIDIMME - SHCITY
AIR GARDEN
ALIMARKET
ALLPLAN
ALUCOIL
ALUDOORS
ALULINE PORTUGAL UNIP., LDA.
ALUMILUX, S.L.
ALUMINIS TECMON S.L.
AMBI - AFME
AMC MECANOCAUCHO
AMORIM ISOLAMENTOS, S.A.
ÁNGEL MIR
ANNOVI REVERBERI - DEWALT
APAVISA PORCELANICO, S.L.
AQUAlyt
ARCHITECTURE AND SUSTAINABILITY RESEARCH
ARQUITECTURA SIN FRONTERAS
ARNABAT, S.A.
ARTIC INDUSTRIAL QUÍMICA S,A, 1999
ARQUIMA
ARQZYME
ASCENSORES DE VACÍO PVE GROUP ELEVACIO.
ASEFAVE
ASSOCIACIÓ DE LA FUSTA ESTRUCTURAL
ASOCIACIÓN CONSTRUCCIÓN ESTRUCTURAS METÁLICA, ASCEM
AVERY DENNISON GRAPHICS SOLUTIONS
AXEVER
AZUL ACOCSA

D+H MECHATRONIC AG
DECAYEUX
DECOPROYEC SUBERTRES S.L.U.
DECORAMUS
DECORESC S.L.
DECUSTIK
DLIMITY
DLUBAL SOFTWARE
DOBIM
DOITRAND
DOMOTICUS, INMÓTICA Y DOMÓTICA.
DS SMITH CARTON PLASTICO, S.A.U.
DUPLI INNOVA SLL
DURMI
DYNBUILDER MICROSOFT DYNAMICS NAV

HENG LONG ELECTRIC CO LTD
HECO SCHRAUBEN IBERICA
HERMS S.A.
HIDROTEC
HINNI-TRACHET
HORNOS INDUSTRIALES PUJOL, S.A.
HP
HUMICONTROL, S.L.
HUMITAT-STOP S.L.
HYDRODISEÑO

OIKOS, S.R.L.
ONENICE INTERNATIONAL CO LTD
OPTIMA DISPLAY CEBRA MBA DISPLAY
ORITEX
OZKAN DEKOR. RAF SISTEMIERI SAN. TIC. LTD

TALL FUSTA
TAIWAN TRADE CENTER BARCELONA - TAITRA
TRAXXEO
TEAM WINTECH
TECALUM SISTEMES, S.L.
TECHNAL
TECNOIMAC IBÉRICA
TECNOSPAN
TECTÓNICA
TEULA SISTEMAS
TEZNOCUBER COMPOSITES
THERMOCHIP
THATTI-ARTIGOS DE CONSTRUCAO UNIP, LDA.
TOLSA
TOPCON
TOP TIMBER S.L.
TOP TIMBER S.L.
TORNILLERIA INDUSTRIAL, S.A.
TORNILLLOS DE SEGURIDAD
TRABIS EDIFICACIÓN AVANZADA
TRACE SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL
TRANSMETAL, S.A.
TRAXXEO

B
BASF
BATEIG PIEDRA NATURAL, S.A.
BAUPANEL SYSTEM
BEAL INTERNATIONAL, S.A.
BENTLEY SYSTEMS
BIM&CO
BLASTRAC
BLOWER TEST
BOSTIK , S.A.
BURUBURAN
BUZÓN PEDESTAL INTERNATIONAL
C
CAATEEB
CAJAISLANT - BECK & HEUN IBÉRICA
CALMESA SILOS Y ESTRUCTURAS METÁLICAS
CÁRITAS
CEDRIA
CEMENTOS MOLINS INDUSTRIAL S.A.
CERÁMICAS APARICI, S.A.
CERÁMICAS SAMPEDRO, S.A.
CERANOR
CHAPAS MUÑOZ, S.L.
CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTURAL TEC
CHATRON, LDA
CHILI DEVELOPMENT CO LTD
CHINA INTOP EXHIBITION CO LTD
CHINA INTOP EXHIBITION CO LTD
CIC CONSTRUCCIÓN
Cl3ver
CIMENTART MICROCEMENT S.L.
CLEVER REINFORCEMENT IBERICA, LDA
COCOPLAN
CODINA
CONVERGENT GROUP
COVERITE
COL·LEGI D’ARQUITECTES DE CATALUNYA
COL·LEGI D’ENGINYERS TÈCNICS D’OBRES PÚBLIQUES
COL·LEGI DISSENYADORS INTERIORS CATALUNYA
COMATEC-ISMAR, S.L.
COMERCIAL MAIQUEZ NG, S.L.
COMOF SOLUTIONS
COMPACTE 2004, S. L.
CON ARQUITECTURA
CONMARFEL 2 - SOLUÇOES HABITACIONAIS LDA
CONSTRUCCIO I REHABILITACIO 4ARK, S.L.
CONSTRUCCIONES METALICAS AGOR, S.L.
CONSTRUSOFT SL
CONTRAHUMITAT - SAMUEL ACETA
CORRETJA S.L.
CRICURSA
CROWN LAMINATES PVT L TD
CULLERÉ I SALA
CUSTERS HYDRAULICA BV
CYCLO VAC
CYPE SOFTWARE
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E
E.S.PO. ENTE SVILUPPO PORFIDO
ECOCLAY
ECOMY ETECTRÓNICO S.L.
ECOPROOF ESPAÑA
ECOSPAI
EDISA
EGUSKI SOLUTIONS
ELEMATIC OYJ
ELICSIA
ELKO EP ESPAÑA, S.L.
ELVAL COLOUR IBERICA ALUMINIUM SOLUTIONS
EMAC
EMCO Spain
ENERGIEHAUS ARQUITECTOS. DISEÑO Y FORMACIÓN DE
EDIFICIOS PASIVOS, S.L.
ENGINYERS BCN
ESCO SUELOS DE MADERA, S.L.
ESPERFIL PERFILES Y ACCESORIOS MET., S.L.
ESTRUCTURAS ARQUE, S.L.
ESTUDIOS Y LICITACIONES, S.L.
EURECAT
EUROPEAN BIM SUMMIT
EUROSISTEMAS DE RETENCIÓN DE AGUAS, S.L.
EVERGREEN TIMBER PRODUCTS CO LTD
EVOWALL TECHNOLOGY
Exploded View
F
FARO SPAIN S.L.U
FAST FORMS SYSTEMS
FATIH POLYESTER TURIZM VE GIDA SANAYI
FCV AISLAMIENTOS ENVOLVENTES, S.L.
FERNANDO PELLICER, S.L.
FERREIRINHOS, S.A.
FETDETERRA, S.L.
FICEP IBERICA, S.A.
FLOORFLEX
FLUVIA
FORESA, IND.QUÍMICA DEL NOROESTE, S.A.
FORJAS 2000, S.L.
FORTUNE WINDS CO LTD
FOSHAN SANSHUI FENGLU ALUMINIUM CO
FUSTES GRAUS
FUSTES BORNIQUEL
FUNDICIÓN LABORAL DE LA CONSTRUCCIÓN
FUNDACIÓN ONCE
FUNDICION DUCTIL FABREGAS, S.A.
FUSTES ESTEBA
FUSTES SEBASTIÀ, S.L.
FUSTES SOLANELLAS, S.A.
G
GABARRÓ HERMANOS, S.A.
GAESTOPAS, S.L.
GALLAZ JOMA S.L.
GAMA SPRAY EQUIPMENT
GAS NATURAL DISTRIBUCIÓN
GASPER PAVIMENTOS S.L.
GEDASA
GÉMINIS MUEBLES DE BAÑO
GENERALITAT DE CATALUNYA
GENERAL ELEVADORES XXI, S. L.
GEOSEC ESPAÑA S.L.
GESTIÓN Y SERVICIOS FOTOGRAMÉTRICOS, S.L
GIRA
GIORGIO GRAESAN & FRIENDS SAS
GRANITOS DE VENEZUELA
GRAPHENANO NANTECHNOLOGIES
GRAPHENSTONE
GRIESSER PERSIANAS Y ESTORES, S.L.
GRUPAGUA - POLLET WATER GROUP
GRUPO COPISA
GRUPO GARNICA PLYWOOD
GRUP CIMENTS MOLINS
GUTEX
GYPTEC IBÉRICA - GESSOS TÉCNICOS, S.A.

I
IBERTRAC S.L.
IBSTT TECNOLOGIA SIN ZANJA
IDECOLOR
IDQ, S.A.
IGNIAGREEN
IKEA IBÉRICA, S.A.
IMANBOX
IMPERTEK SRL		
INFOEDITA COMUNICACIÓN
INSTOP
INSTAR
INTEREMPRESAS MEDIA
IP CLEANING
IRC.
ISOLTEMA
ITALSAN, S.L.
ITEC
J
JANSEN
JESFER DECORACIONES, S.L.
JIANGSU BEIER DEC MAT CO LTD
JUNG
K
KINYA SOLUTIONS, LDA
KNAUF INSULATION, S.L.
KOMANDOR IRELAND LTD
KÖMMERLING
KRYPTON CHEMICAL S.L.
L
LAYHER, S.A.
LEICA GEOSYSTEMS, S. L.
LINEA COR
LION CIVIC
LUG LIGHT FACTORY
LUMION
LUXES
LUZ NEGRA, S.L.
M
M.V.P ESPAÑA
MACUSA
MADERAS NÓRDICAS VEEK 1297 S.L.
MANIPULACIONS DE FUSTA
MAPEI
MARINIERE ENERGIE
MAX EUROPE, B.V.
MC SPAIN
MECANOGUMBA S.A.
MECANOVIGA S.L.
MECA-PRECI
MEMYOC S.L.
MINISTERIO DE LA CONSTRUCCIÓN CUBA
MIG MARKET, LTD
MINA STONE
MIXER TECHNOLOGY
MODELICAL
MODULEO
MONNET-SEVE
MONVAGA
MOREDA RIVIERE TREFILERIAS
N
NAN PAO RESINS CHEMICAL CO LTD
NANOPINTURAS
NEOLITH
NEOTEX
NETEC MOSQUITERAS S.L.
NIBE
NMC
NINGBO GEASAM IMP & EXP CO LTD
NIOGLAS S.L.
NIPPON CONTROL SYSTEM CORPORATION
NORMETAL
NOVAPOX
NOXIFER S. L.
NUMA INDUSTRIAL

P
PAIMED
PAISAJISMO URBANO
PANEL ARAGÓN
PAREXGROUP MORTEROS, S.A.
PEFC
PELLICER
PECOL-SISTEMAS DE FIXAÇAO, S.A.
PINNACLE LGS DMCC
PIRÀMIDE EXÒTICA DIS. DE PEDRA. LDA
PLATAFORMA EDIFICACIÓN PASSIVHAUS
PODEMCRANE AD
POLYMER GOLPAYEGAN
POLYTECHNOL
PORTAL DE construcción SOSTENIBLE
PORTINOX
PRECON-PREFABRICACIONES Y CONTRATAS, S.A.
PREMAAT
PRENSOLAND, S.A.
PRIHODA SPAIN S.L.U.
PROCLIMA
PROJECT COLOR
PROMSA
PROPAMSA, S.A.U.
ProtoPixel
PROYECTOS ELEVACIONES
PUERTAS NORMA DOORS
Q
QUADRATURE
QUALITY MATERIALS S.L.
QUONEXT
R
RADIOPOINT
R&D INTERNATIONAL CO LTD
RD LUNA MAQUINARIA S.L.
RECTICEL IBERICA
REFLECTHERM
REHACSA
REISOPACK
RENSON
RIMSA
RIWEGA, SRL
ROTHO BLAAS IBÉRICA, S.L.
RÓTULOS MACE, S.A.
RS TECNOLOGÍA
S
SAALG Geomechanics
SCHLÜTER SYSTEMS, S.L.
SEMIN, S.A.S.
SENDA DELABIE
SEYS
SERVICANTO
SHIHMARK CO LTD
SHREERAM ENGINEERS
SIBER ZONE, S.L.
SICAD, SPA
SIKA
SIMBIM Solutions
SIMBIM Solutions
SIMON, S.A.
SIMPSON STRONG-TIE
Sintala Design, S.L
SISTEMA NOU BAU S.L.
SISTEM METAL YAPI VE REKLAM MLZ. SAN. VETI
SMART ENGINEERING, S.L.
SOCALEIRAS III LDA
SOCYR 99, S.L.
SOLARCHECK - COVERGLASS
SOLARFOCUS/NATEFI
SOMHI CONSTRUCCIONES Y OBRAS SLU
SORIGUÉ
SPIN HVAC / MEZ-Aeroseal
STABILIT EUROPA
STARMODUL
STEICO FRANCE, S.A.S.
STERN ENGINEERING LTD.
STO IBERICA
SUMINISTROS CEM, S.L.
SYNTHESIA INTERNACIONAL

U
UBIP, S.L
UL INTERNATIONAL EUROPE
UNIC POOLS
UNIFORM
UPING ACCES S.L.
USSPA
V
VÄVA WOOD
VELUX SPAIN S.A.
VENTACLIM
VERDASCA GROUP
VICENTE SAURA GALVE
VISENDUM MADERA TECNOLOGICA
VITROCSA SPAIN BY PLANTALECH
VIVRE EN BOIS
VISUAL TECHNOLOGY LAB
VOESTALPINE SADEF NV
W
WALLONIA EXPORT & INVESTMENT AGENCY-AWEX
WERU
WOOL4BUILD
WORLD ARCHITECTS
Y
YAO HOO METAL INDUSTRIAL LTD
YARA IBERIAN S.A.
YLD
YOU CAN DECO
YOUVR
YVYRA
Z
ZEHNDER GROUP IBERICA INDOOR CLIMAT
ZHEJIANG WTM COPPER CO LTD
ZIGURAT GLOBAL INST. OF TECHNOLOGY, S.L.
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Industry Arena

Exhibition
programme
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Retrospective exhibition of
BB Construmat posters

Exhibition of Barcelona Building
Construmat Awards

The main access of the Gran Via complex provided a welcome
with a commemorative exhibition of all the posters issued since
the first fair, which took place in 1979.

The projects of the finalists selected by the committee headed by
the Mies van der Rohe Foundation were exhibited every day of the
event. It received over 1,000 visitors.

XIII Spanish Biennial Exhibition of
Architecture and Urban Planning

Universal accessibility housing
Once Foundation

Organised by the Ministry of Public Works and Transport, the
Council of Associations of Architects of Spain (CSCAE) and the
Arquia Foundation, it presented a sample of Spanish architects’
works from 2013 to 2015. It received over 4,800 visits.

The ONCE Foundation presented its 100 square-metre accessible
smart home. Equipped with lounge, kitchen-dining room, bedroom,
bathroom and entrance hall, the house has every comfort, is
adapted to its inhabitants’ requirements and is easy to use, safe
and sustainable. It received over 5,000 visits.
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Side Events
Beyond
Barcelona Building

An extensive schedule of side events that included
symposia, seminars, courses and exhibitions
organised by institutions, associations and companies
in the sector rounded off BB Construmat 2017.

Architecture routes
Guided tours of six architectural
routes in the city of Barcelona
focused on three themes:
Social housing
Ciutat Vella | Sant Andreu
Engineering
Sants – Montjuïc | Maritime front
and port of Barcelona
Circular Economy
Sant Martí | 22@ Barcelona
Organised in conjunction with:
48H Open House Barcelona

Third European BIM Summit
BIM – A step forward!
During the event the latest
advances in this new working
method will be presented,
which is based on managing the
information generated during the
lifecycle of a building. This has
now become indispensable for
ensuring a construction process
aimed at improving the quality,
efficiency and efficacy of any
project, building site or civil works
project.
France will be the guest country at
this third edition of the event.
Organised by: CAATEEB, BIM Academy,
buildingSMART Spanish Chapter

Architecture Week
Barcelona City Council, the
Architects’ Association of Catalonia
(COAC) and the Mies van der Rohe
Foundation, in collaboration with
Barcelona Building Construmat
and ArquinFAD, are organising
Architecture Week 2017, a
pioneering joint experience that will
take place in various sites around
the city between 20 and 26 May.
Organised by: City Council of
Barcelona, College of Architects of
Catalonia (COAC) and Mies van der
Rohe Foundation
In collaboration with:
FAD y BB Construmat

The present and future of
health and safety in Europe
and Catalonia
International Professionals will
discuss and present the situation
of security and health in Europe.
Organised by: CAATEEB, Barcelona
Association of Quantity Surveyors,
Technical Architects and Building
Engineers

BIM EBS-Construmat Space
Throughout the week at
Construmat, European BIM
Summit will generate a series of
workshops and presentations at
its stand within the Fair grounds.
Companies, professionals,
experiences… will be shown
continuously in this space.
Organised by: European Bim Summit

XIII Spanish Biennial of
Architecture and Urbanism
The exhibition presents a general
overview of the production of
Spanish architects from January
1st, 2013, to December 31st,
2015, through 22 award-winning
projects, 20 finalist works, and
another 59 shortlisted proposals,
where domestic and small-scale
interventions take precedence
over major projects. The Biennial
has also awarded 11 research
papers; 36 outreach actions and
projects; As well as 3 innovative
products produced by the industry
for Architecture and Urbanism.
Organised by: Ministry of Civil Works,
CSCAE, Arquia Foundation

How to do business in
Colombia, Cuba, Chile,
Ecuador and Peru
Given by experts with national
knowledge of their construction
industry in a presentation of the
main business opportunities
in each of the participating
countries. To round off this
overview, a bilateral organisation
will also give a talk on the
key factors for a company to
successfully access and position
itself in these countries.
Organised by: Government of Catalonia

Renovation: The architecture of
constructed cities
The meeting will present the
most important features of this
specialty and the evolution in
terms of safety, accessibility and
comfort experienced over time.
We will give special emphasis to
aspects of urban rehabilitation
and regeneration that have made
our cities what we know today.
Organised by: Barcelona Observatory
for Architectural Restoration

Google and e-marketing in the
construction sector

Digital identity course for
architects

The construction sector takes
advantage of digital marketing to
get more customers and sales?

The proposed course aims to
take a theoretical and practical
approach to the topic of Digital
Identity, with a particular emphasis
on architects and people working
in the world of architecture. During
the two afternoons of course
lectures, delegates will be taken
through the basics of a Digital
Identity Project (DIP). It is becoming
more and more evident that if
you don’t have the right online
presence, you may as well not
event exist in the labour market.

The construction sector takes
advantage of digital marketing
to get more customers and
sales. After the vertiginous
internationalization and digitization
many companies still have to
digitize to improve their website
traffic, publicize your brand and
increase your sales with the tools
that digital marketing offers. Four
Speakers from Google, Only Media
Web and Overalia offer in just over
an hour keys, data and examples of
success to optimize our resources,
to find us those who still do not
know that are looking for us and to
be able to measure “conversions”.
Organised by: Google, Only Media
Web and Overalia

BIM4STUDENT
An afternoon dedicated to the
future Aces in the building sector.
An afternoon dedicated to
learning how BIM will transform
the new construction industry.
You will learn how to construct
buildings in a collaborative,
multidisciplinary technology, as
in real life! You will also discover
why both Europe and Spain are
investing in BIM, and this will be
key for you to have a job as soon
as you finish studying.
Organised by: European BIM Summit

Organised by: STEPIENYBARNO

Find out about the latest
trends in home design and
refurbishment

Assembly of the General
Council of the college of
designers of Interior

Houzz, the leading platform for
home renovation and design, will
reveal what homeowners’ interests
are when planning their renovation
projects. Discover more about
how they renovate their interiors,
how much they spend and which
professionals they hire.

Interior design, debate on the
future of the profession

Organised by: Houzz

Sustainability Materials Tour
in BB-Construmat. Discover
the trends with Green Building
Council

Trends in real estate and
construction in Catalonia –
24th edition of Pulsímetro
Inmobiliario

Guided tour to different booths
in BBConstrumat. Different
companies will present their new
materials for sustainable buildings

A report that places special
emphasis on new build and
construction. Volume of finished
work, trends in building permits
and housing stock. Focus on
the social segment, which is
back centre stage and needs
appropriate housing.

Organised by: Green Building Council
España

Organised by: Real Estate Chair of the
Institute of Business Practice

Executive Board of ASEFAVE
ASEFAVE Executive Board
meeting. Spanish Association
of Curtain Walling and Windows
manufacturers.
Organised by: asefave

UNE 85219 Standard – Fitting
windows
In the conference the Spanish
Standard UNE 85219, related with
the installation of windows, will
be presented. The Standard was
published in November 2016 and
it includes the recommendations
and guidelines for the correct
installation of windows.

General Assembly of ASEFAVE

The Assembly of college Interior
designers of Spain, which form
the General Council should
be held. The President of the
General Council and the College
of Catalonia, Teresa Casas,
together with the Presidents of
the college autonomy are about
the profession, plans for future
and present time of the areas
during the day.
I salute to the retinue of
inauguration of the Hall as well
as guests of the Ibero-American
Council of Interior designers,
President Juan Bernardo Dolores.
Organised by: CODIC

Let’s build
A presentation by some of the
leading representatives from the
sector’s business organisations,
represented by the Official
Chamber of Site Contractors of
Catalonia (CCOC), the Federation
of Construction Companies (FEC)
and the Trade Unions of Catalonia,
represented by UGT-FICA and
CCOO Construcción y Servicios,
moderated by a representative of
the Government of Catalonia.
Organised by: Laboral Fundation

ASEFAVE General Assembly
meeting. Spanish Association
of Curtain Walling and Windows
manufacturers. Followed by the
40º Anniversary even
Organised por: asefave

Organised by: Asefave
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BB Construmat Awards
for Innovation,
Sustainability
and Design
Overseen by the Mies van der Rohe Foundation, a
total of 230 projects entered the 17th edition of the
Barcelona Building Construmat Awards.
The project of La Xarxa Espavilada from Olot
(Girona) received the award in the Infrastructures
category while the Cristalerías Planell Civic Centre
from the district of Les Corts in Barcelona won the
Architecture category. In the Material or Product
section, the prize was awarded for the Tapial Block
system by FetdeTerra from Lleida; in the Innovative
Project or Service category, the prize was awarded
for the Hidrotec system while the award for the best
stand was given to Almumilux&Metall-Lux from
Banyoles (Girona).

The jury comprised:
Cristina Pardal

Rosa Vilarasau

Chairwoman of the jury, doctor in architecture from the UPC.
Lecturer and member of different research groups attached to
the Department of Architectural Constructions of the UPC.

Economist and specialist in marketing, co-director and founder of
NOEM, a company specialised in sustainable construction.

Andrea Deplazes
Doctor in architecture and co-director of the studio Bearth &
Deplazes (Chur-Zurich, Switzerland). Holder of the Deplazes
chair at Zurich ETH university where he has undertaken different
research projects in the field of technology applied to architecture.

Jordi Julià
Civil engineer. Currently director of Transfer Enginyeria S.A.
and member of the governing board of the Association of Civil
Engineers of Catalonia.

Javier Peña
Director of the Javier Peña Ibáñez studio. Emerging benchmark in
the design of temporary exhibitions and spaces.

Curator:
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BB Construmat Awards

Winners of the Awards:
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Commendations:

La Xarxa Espavilada d’Olot
In the category of Constructed project, ‘Infrastructures’

Cristalerías Planell Civic Centre
Constructed work in the category of ‘Architecture’

Ecoefficient housing in Enric Granados
Constructed work in the ‘Architecture’ category

Two Cork Houses
Constructed work in the ‘Architecture’ category

The jury chose La Xarxa Espavilada d’Olot, by B01 Arquitectes,as the winner
for its value as an urban strategy to improve the environment and the impact
that it is hoped the project will have on other municipalities.

The Cristalerías Planell Civic Centre by HArquitectes recovers some of the
architectural features of the old glassworks and stands out for the thoughtful
way it has been integrated in an established neighbourhood, Les Corts,
melding new and old and providing a solution for the true situation rather
than invented problems.

The identification of an opportunity that dignifies the ‘recovery’ concept
benefiting all parties and improving existing buildings with Ecoefficient
Housing in Enric Granados, this new project by Miba architects at number
69 Enric Granados Street.

The perfect communion with a place, using local materials for the Two Cork
Houses by Lopez Rivera Arquitectos, in Palafrugell.

Tapial Block
In the category of Innovative products and/or material

Renovating piping using ultraviolet light, Hidrotec
In the category of Innovative project and/or service

Wine cellar in Mont-ras
Constructed work in the ‘Architecture’ category

Norvento’s New HQ
Constructed work in the ‘Architecture’ category

The Tapial Block by Fetdeterra reinterprets and updates a staple material –
earth – by taking advantage of the ubiquitous concrete industry to work with it.
This symbiosis has given rise to an innovative and sustainable industrialised
product.

The winner was the service for renovating piping using ultraviolet light,
Hidrotec (IBSTT), for its evident simplicity and speed and minimal impact on
third parties, providing a solution to something that always poses a problem
in building renovation work these days.

The ability to make a virtue of necessity in building up the retaining walls of
a small semi-sunken wine cellar in Mont-ras using brick vaults. The vault
becomes the motif that runs through the whole project by Jorge Vidal and
Víctor Rahola Arquitectos.

Efforts to facilitate through architecture a new, friendlier way of
understanding work in large companies raised by Norvento’s New HQ in
Lugo, a project by Mangado y Asociados S.L.

Alumilux & Metall-lux
In the category of Best stand

Slim System
In the Innovative Products and/or Material category

Alumilux & Metall-lux won the award for best stand at the show for reusing
their own material in a decontextualized form. Their space, conceived and
designed by Jaime Prous Architects, managed to transmit the values of their
products along with technique, beauty and sensitivity.

El Slim System, by FLUVIA, is a modular system of luminaires that combines
simplicity, beauty and efficiency in a host of configurations that adapt to any
space.
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2017 Figures.
A success that has made
us the benchmark fair

Visitors

95 countries

17%

80%

88%

International presence

Mean daily increase in
visitors compared to 2015

Engineers, architects or
interior designers

Involved in the purchasing
or execution decision

81%

85%

58%

Would recommend a
visit to BB Construmat

Will return in 2019

Visitors interested
in innovation

11,5K

+8.300

+4.000

Twitter*

Facebook*

Linkedin*

“We believe it has assumed a very
good concept, different from other
fairs in the industry because of its
commitment to Innovation. It has
been a success.”
Ferran Figuerola. Managing Director, Cricursa

Social networks

* Last update on 26/07/2017
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Building the future
together

Global
Partners

Technology
centers and
universities

Event
Partners
With the
support of

In collaboration
with
Curators

Partners
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Media Partners
Oficiales

Digital Media
Partners

Supporting
Media Partners
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Forthcoming edition:
May 2019

